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Separating the bike industry wheat from the press release
chaff. Dan Joyce does the winnowing

London
Bike Show
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PDW Owl Cage £18
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Wolftooth EnCase
System £127

Essential tools that stash in flat
or drop handlebars, the 132g
EnCase system comprises a
chain tool and tire plug kit in
one side, and a 14-function
Allen key/screwdriver/
Torx multitool in the other.
wolftoothcomponents.com

£38
This aluminium cutlery set
for travellers is designed to
replace disposable plastic.
Weighing 76g for knife, fork,
spoon, and carry pouch, it
clips together with magnets.
full-windsor.co.uk

PDW already had a cute
aluminium Sparrow bottle
cage. Now there’s an Owl, a
Very Good Dog, and a Lucky
Cat; the latter two are side
cages. ridepdw.com

Yuba Pop Top
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Magware Cutlery
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$200
The palanquin-like Pop Top
Cover offers protection from
the elements for your junior
passenger(s). It fits to any
Yuba longtail with Adjustable
Monkey Bars. Side panels and
windows open for access and
ventilation. yubabikes.com

Yasujiro Svelte

$1,600 (frameset)
Steel has a reputation for
resilience, good looks, and
weight. Yet this road bike
weighs 5.42kg, making it
(Yasujiro claims) the lightest
steel bike in the world.
Frame and fork are 1,700g.
yasujirobike.com

Halo dynamo
wheels £134.99+

Need a dyno wheel for your
road bike, gravel bike, MTB,
or tourer? Halo has launched
a range of 16 different wheels
with SP Dynamo hubs: rim or
disc brake; 29er/700C or 650B;
QR, 12mm, or 15mm axle.
halowheels.com
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Is back at ExCeL,
London, from 27-29
March. For details, visit
thelondonbikeshow.
co.uk
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Restrap City
Range £34.99+

There are City Saddle Bags
both Large (pictured, 2L) and
Small (1.2L), which stay stable
via an elastic strap around a
Brompton’s suspension block,
a City Stem Bag (1L), and a
City Bar Bag (1.2L) for M and H
Brompton bars. restrap.com

Online reviews
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For more reviews of bikes, kit
and components, as well as
how-to guides, visit…
cyclinguk.org/cycling-advice
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